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Optical	microscopy	is	widely	used	to	analyze	the	properties	of	materials	and	structures,	to	identify	and	classify	these	
structures,	 as	 well	 as	 to	 understand	 and	 control	 their	 response	 to	 external	 stimuli.	 The	 extent	 of	 available	
applications	is	determined	largely	by	the	resolution	offered	by	a	particular	microscopy	technique.	Here	we	present	
an	analytic	description	and	an	experimental	realization	of	interscale	mixing	microscopy,	a	diffraction┽based	imaging	
technique	that	is	capable	of	detecting	and	characterizing	wavelength/10	objects	in	far┽field	measurements	with	both	
coherent	and	incoherent	broadband	light.	This	technique	is	aimed	at	analyzing	subwavelength	objects	based	on	far┽
field	measurements	of	the	interference	created	by	the	objects	and	a	finite	diffraction	grating.	A	single	measurement,	
analyzing	the	multiple	diffraction	orders,	is	often	sufficient	to	determine	the	parameters	of	the	object.	The	presented	
formalism	opens	the	door	for	spectroscopy	of	nanoscale	objects	in	the	far┽field.			
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ヱく IﾐデヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐ The	detection	and	visualization	of	sub┽wavelength	objects	has	numerous	applications	in	imaging┸	spectroscopy┸	material	science┸	biology┸	healthcare┸	and	security┻		)n	conventional	optical	microscopy┸	the	fundamental	resolution	limit	is	often	associated	with	diffraction	criteria	by	Rayleigh	and	Abbe	いな┸にう┻	According	to	these	criteria┸	the	smallest	feature	one	can	optically	resolve	is	approximately	limited	to	岫膏待【に軽畦岻	with	膏待	being	vacuum	wavelength	and	軽畦	being	numerical	aperture	of	the	objectiveいぬう	ゅFig┻なょ┻	)n	practical	terms┸	however┸	the	position	of	an	isolated	object	can	be	determined	with	much	better	accuracy┹	and	recent	methods	which	rely	on	the	control	of	a	molecule╆s	fluorescent	state	have	used	the	fluorescence	property	to	achieve	imaging	with	nanometer	resolutionいね┸の┸はう┻		(owever┸	these	methods	を	as	well	as	other	optical	super┽resolution	techniques	いばう	を	are	limited	to	the	study	of	fluorescent	objects┻	)n	recent	years┸	several	label┽free	optical	imaging	techniques	relying	on	first┽order	diffraction	and	multiple	measurements	to	access	high┽spatial	frequency	components	of	the	object	have	been	demonstrated┸	such	as	structured	illumination	microscopy	ゅS)Mょいぱう┸	optical	diffraction	tomography	ゅODTょいひ┸などう┸	or	the	far	field	superlens	ゅFSLょいなな┸なにう┻	When	an	object	with	a	linear	photo┽response	is	imaged┸	the	resolution	of	these	techniques	is	fundamentally	limited	to	approximately	膏待【ねいなぬう┻		The	imaging	of	unknown	objects	with	deep	sub┽wavelength	resolution	is	still	

predominately	performed	by	relatively	slow	near┽field	scanning	optical	microscopy	ゅNSOMょ	いなねう┻			There	exist	several	theoretical	proposals	to	achieve	fast	imaging	with	sub┽wavelength	 resolution	 in	 diffractive	 and	 tomographic	 set┽ups	いなの┸なはう┻	)n	grating┽assisted	ODTいなばう	and	interscale	mixing	microscopy	ゅ)MMょいなぱ┸なひう	 a	 diffractive	 element	 is	 employed	 to	 out┽couple	information	about	sub┽wavelength	features	of	an	object	into	the	far	field	を	 similarly	 to	 S)M	を	 with	 the	 final	 image	 formed	 with	 the	 post┽processing	of	information	carried	by	multiple	diffractive	orders	ゅFig┻なbょ	by	analyzing	either	 full	electromagnetic	 field	ゅODT	いなばうょ	or	 intensity	ゅ)MM	いなぱ┸なひうょ┻	Although	 )MM	somewhat	 resembles	S)M	and	FSL┸	 in	contrast	 to	 the	 latter	 approaches┸	 )MM	 utilizes	 multiple	 diffractive	orders	of	the	grating	and	therefore	provides	a	resolution	that	is	limited	only	by	experimental	noise┻	(ere	we	report	an	experimental	realization	of	 the	 )MM	 with	 both	 coherent	 ゅ膏待 噺 のぬに	券兼ょ	 and	 incoherent	ゅはどど 判 膏待 判 ぱどど	券兼ょ	 illumination┸	 achieving	 a	 resolution	 of	 the	order	of	ばど	nm	岫ｂ膏待【など岻	with	far┽field	measurements	which	do	not	require	point┽by┽point	imaging┻	Moreover┸	we	present	a	simple	analytic	technique	to	post┽process	the	resulting	information┸	often	on	the	basis	of	 a	 single	 diffractive	 measurement┻	 The	 formalism	 presented	 here	opens	 the	 avenue	 for	 far┽field	 microscopy	 and	 spectroscopy	 of	nanoscale	objects┻		Mathematically┸	the	process	of	imaging	is	equivalent	to	recovering	the	distribution	of	electromagnetic	waves	at	the	location	of	the	object┻		
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For	one┽dimensional	objects┸	 this	distribution	can	be	described	by	a	plane┽wave	spectrum	parameterized	by	the	transverse	component	of	wavevector	 倦掴	 with	 wavevector┽dependent	 amplitude	 継屎王岫倦掴岻	 ゅにD	objects	 and	 combinations	 of	 small	 ぬD	 objects	 can	 be	 considered	similarly	いなひうょ	撮屎屎王岫司屎王岻 噺 完 撮屎屎王岫暫姉岻蚕餐	暫屎屎王糾司屎王貸餐磁嗣著貸著 纂暫姉 (1)	where	降	is	angular	frequency┸	and	倦屎王	is	the	wavevector	of	the	component	of	the	wave┻		Since	the	components	of	the	wavevector	in	free	space	are	related	to	each	other	via	倦掴態 髪 倦佃態 噺 ね講態【膏待態┸	and	since	information	on	the	length┽scale	詣	is	encoded	into	wavevectors	with	倦掴 漢 に講【詣┸	ゅFigure	なょ	the	information	about	the	sub┽wavelength	features	of	the	object	is	encoded	in	the	evanescent┸	non┽propagating	waves	which	exponentially	decay	away	from	the	source┻	As	the	distance	to	the	object	increases┸	the	╉signal╊	about	the	subwavelength	features	gets	exponentially	suppressed	by	the	diffraction┽limited	╉background╊	and	experimental	noise┻	Therefore┸	the	resolution	of	far┽field	optical	microscopy	is	directly	related	to	the	signal┽to┽noise	ratio	of	the	measurements┻いにどう		Sparsity┽based	imaging	いになう	fills┽in	the	sub┽wavelength	information	based	on	an	analytic	continuation	of	available	diffraction┽limited	measurements	of	relatively	sparse	ゅisolatedょ	objects┻		

	Figure	 な┺	 Light	 scattered	 by	 an	 object	 ゅslit	 in	 this	 exampleょ	 can	 be	represented	 as	 a	 collection	 of	 plane	 waves	 parameterized	 by	 the	transverse	wavevector	倦掴┹	The	Fourier	spectrum	of	a	sub┽wavelength	object	 is	dominated	by	evanescent	modes	with	賃猫頂摘 伴 な	ゅa┸bょ┻	As	the	light	 propagates	 to	 the	 far┽field	 of	 the	 object┸	 the	 evanescent	components	get	exponentially	suppressed	ゅcょ┻	Attempts	to	optically	re┽construct	the	image	in	the	far┽field	result	in	a	diffraction┽limited	pattern	ゅdょ┻	)MM	mixes	evanescent	information	into	the	propagating	part	of	the	spectrum	 いarrows	 in	 ゅbょう┸	 enabling	 to	 distinguish	 information	 about	sub┽wavelength	features	of	the	source	with	far┽field	measurements┻		For	densely	placed	objects┸	several	techniques	aim	at	enhancing	the	signal	 carried	 by	 evanescent┽waves┻	 NSOM	 collects	 the	 near┽field	information	 directly┸	 at	 a	 cost	 of	 slow┸	 point┽by┽point	 imaging┻	 The	concept	 of	 superoscillations	 いにに┸にぬう┸	 band┽limited	 functions	 which	oscillate	 faster	 than	 its	 fastest	 Fourier	 component	 have	 also	 been	instrumental	 in	achieving	sub┽wavelength	resolution	 in	the	scanning	microscopy	regime┻	Superlenes	いななう┸	hyperlenesいにね┸にの┸にはう┸	and	other	metamaterial┽based	 direct	 imaging	 solutions	 have	 been	 used	 to	propagate	 evanescent	 information	 in	 a	 relatively	 narrow	 frequency	ranges	where	ゅa	component	ofょ	the	permittivity	of	the	metamaterial	is	close	 to	 its	 plasmon	 resonance	 ゅsuperlensょ	 or	 zero	 ゅhyperlensょ┻	 )n	

addition┸	 the	 metamaterial	 solutions	 that	 provide	 magnification	typically	have	rather	limited	field	of	view┻			Alternatively┸	information	about	倦掴 伎 に講【膏待	can	be	diffracted	into	the	propagating	waves	and	thus	be	directly	measured	in	the	far	field	with	no	need	to	perform	point┽by┽point	scanning┻	The	use	of	periodic	structures	 to	 achieve	 super┽resolution	 was	 first	 investigated	 a	 half┽century	ago	by	using	multiple	gratings	in	order	to	generate	a	structured	light	beam	and	then	using	the	diffraction	of	this	beam	by	the	object	to	gain	access	 to	 the	evanescent	part	of	 the	 spectrum┻	 	 いにば┸にぱう	Today┸	diffraction┽based	characterization	allows	the	analysis	of	the	profile	of	highly	periodic	diffracting	structures	with	a	resolution	of	the	order	of	single	nm┻	いにひ┸ぬどう		Structured	illumination	microscopy	いぱ┸ぬなう	allows	the	imaging	of	unknown	objects	with	膏待【ね	resolution	at	the	expense	of	multiple	measurements	and	computer	post┽processing┻	 	The	far┽field	superlens	 いぬにう	 uses	 near	 field	 excitation	 of	 an	 object	 along	 with	resonantly	 enhanced	 fields	 of	 surface	 plasmons	 to	 achieve	 漢 膏待【の	resolution┻	Since	both	S)M	and	FSL	utilize	only	first	order	diffraction	ゅfor	non┽fluorescent	 samples┹	 higher	 order	 S)M	 is	 only	 possible	 on	fluorescent	 samples	 いぬぬうょ┸	 these	 resolution	 limits	 cannot	 be	 further	improved	within	the	existing	frameworks┻			Optical	Diffraction	Tomography┸	a	technique	that	aims	to	analyze	the	internal	 structure	 of	 transparent	 objects	 based	 on	 multiple	measurements	of	the	light	scattered	by	the	object	is	becoming	powerful	for	 analysis	 of	 some	 biological	 samples	 いなどう┻	 (owever┸	 stable	 and	reasonably	fast	reconstruction	of	ODT	measurements	is	fundamentally	similar	to	resolution	of	S)M	and	is	applicable	primarily	to	analysis	of	low┽scattering	ゅlow	index	contrastょ	samples┻		Several	 extensions	 of	 ODT	 to	 two┽dimensional	 tomography	 with	subwavelength	 resolution	 recently	 proposed	 theoretically	 いなの┸なばう┻	(owever┸	the	majority	of	these	techniques	requires	measurements	of	both	field	amplitude	and	phase	in	order	to	reconstruct	the	image┸	which	is	 accomplished	by	 fitting	measured	data	 to	 simulations	 いなばう┻	While	possible	in	theory┸	such	fittings	are	typically	prone	to	both	numerical	and	experimental	noise┸	 especially	 since	optical	phase	 can	 rarely	 be	measured	directly┻いなの┸ぬねう	)t	is	likely	that	practical	realization	of	such	techniques	will	require	prohibitively	extensive	characterization	of	both	the	sample┸	the	scattering	environment┸	as	well	as	response	function	of	the	particular	optical	setupいにひう┻	Even	then┸	recovery	of	optical	phase	may	be	a	great	challenge┻	)nterscale	mixing	microscopy	ゅ)MMょ┸	first	proposed	in	Ref┻	いなぱう	relies	on	a	diffraction	element	を	positioned	in	the	near	field	proximity	to	an	object	を	to	fold	the	evanescent	information	into	the	propagation	zone	ゅFigure	なょ┻	Such	folding	essentially	mixes	the	information	about	sub┽wavelength	 features	 of	 the	 object	 with	 the	 information	 about	diffraction┽limited	features┻	Since┸	in	contrast	to	S)M	and	FSL┸	)MM	uses	multiple	 diffraction	 orders┸	 it	 can	 in	 principle	 achieve	 unlimited	resolution┻	)n	practice┸	the	resolution	of	)MM	is	limited	by	the	ability	to	resolve	high┽order	diffracted	 signal	 among	 the	 zero┽order	 diffracted	background┻	)t	has	been	shown┸	numerically┸	 that	realistic	diffracting	structures	enable	up	to	膏待【にど	resolution	that	is	limited	by	experimental	noise	and	instabilities	in	numerical	calculations	that	can	be	somewhat	mitigated	with	multiple	measurements┻いなひう	Several	algorithms	for	recovering	the	information	about	the	object	based	on	post┽processing	of	the	multiple	measurements	of	field	いなばう	or	intensity	いなぱ┸なひう	profile	have	been	developed┻	)t	was	shown	that	when	the	scattering	by	an	un┽perturbed	diffraction	grating	is	characterized	well	enough	to	be	reproduced	numerically┸	image	recovery	can	then	be	mapped	 to	 an	 optimization	 problem	 that	 minimizes	 the	 deviation	between	the	predicted	optical	response	of	the	test	object	in	front	of	the	unperturbed	diffraction	element	and	the	measured	signal┻	(owever┸	as	suggested	by	previous	experimental	studies	いにひう┸	such	characterization	provides	extreme	constraints	on	experimental	setup┻	Analysis	of	our	experimental	data	is	consistent	with	these	assessments┻		)n	this	work┸	the	problem	of	image	recovery	in	)MM	is	addressed	by	the	 development	 of	 new┸	 straightforward	 analytic	 signal┽processing	technique	which	allows	pinpointing	of	the	diffractive	signatures	of	the	object	 and	 isolate	 these	 signatures	 from	 the	 ゅrelatively	 strongょ	



background	created	by	the	diffraction	element┻	As	result┸	we	show	that	only	a	single	measurement	may	be	sufficient	to	achieve┸	theoretically	and	experimentally┸	deep	sub┽wavelength	resolution	with	)MM┻	
ヲく E┝ヮWヴｷﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ SWデ┌ヮ A	series	of	finite	gratings	ゅにの	periodsょ	were	fabricated	on	a	thin	ゅなどど	nmょ	gold	film	on	a	glass	substrate┻		Two	different	sets	of	samples┸	with	periods	の 噺 ぬにの	券兼	and	の 噺 にばの	券兼┸	each	having	a	slit	width	of	なにの	nm	were	fabricated┻	Each	set	contains	three	structures┺	ゅiょ	a	reference┸	perfectly	periodic	grating┸	ゅiiょ	a	grating	with	an	absent	slit	in	the	center┸	and	ゅiiiょ	a	grating	with	a	slit	misplaced	by	ｂの【ね	ゅFig┻	にょ┻	Apart	from	the	scaling┸	the	results	from	samples	of	two	different	periods	are	similar	to	each	other┻	(ere	we	present	results	for	the	set	of	samples	with	smaller	period┸	where	the	smallest	defect	was	on	the	order	of		ｂばど	券兼┻		The	samples	were	characterized	using	a	のぬに	nm	CW	laser┸	as	well	as	with	a	broad┽band	incoherent	white┽light	illumination	はどど‒ぱどど	券兼┸	putting	the	smallest	size	of	the	defect	in	the	range	of	膏待【ば‒膏待【など┻		For	the	measurements┸	the	samples	were	illuminated	with	a	ねどx	objective	ゅど┻ひの	NAょ	using	a	quasi┽plane	wave	obtained	by	focusing	the	light	at	the	back	focal	plane	of	the	objective	ゅFig┻	にょ┻	The	incidence	angle	was	controlled	by	a	pair	of	galvanometric	mirrors	conjugated	to	the	focal	plane	of	the	illumination	objective	and	the	scattered	light	was	detected	in	transmission	using	a	などどx	objective	ゅな┻ねひ	NAょ┻	The	back	focal	plane	of	the	detection	objective	ゅwhich	corresponds	to	the	Fourier	planeょ	was	then	directly	imaged	onto	an	imaging	spectrometer┻	Coherent	measurements	were	performed	by	imaging	the	back	focal	plane	directly	onto	the	camera┸	while	white┽light	measurements	were	performed	with	a	ぬどど	航兼	wide	slit	used	to	select	only	the	specular	transmission	in	the	axis	perpendicular	to	the	grating┸	producing	far┽field	diffraction	pattern	as	a	function	of	wavelength┻		

		Figure	に┺	 	 ゅaょ	Experimental	optical	 imaging	 setup┹	 ゅbょ┽ゅdょ	 fabricated	gratings	with	昂 噺 にばの券兼┺	ゅbょ	centered	defect┹	ゅcょ	off┽center	defect┹	ゅdょ	no	defects	
ンく TｴWﾗヴWデｷI;ﾉ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ Numerical	extraction	of	information	about	the	unknown	object	was	suggested	as	a	basis	for	)MM	in	previous	studies	いなぱ┸なひう┻	(owever┸	it	was	shown	that	in	practice	the	implementation	of	such	algorithms	require	extreme	efforts	in	equipment	calibration	いなひ┸ぬどう┻	(ere	we	present	a	new┸	analytic	implementation	of	)MM┻	The	reference	diffraction	element	used	in	this	work	represents	a	finite	grating	with	軽 噺 にの	slits	with	width	拳	and	period	の┻	The	field	generated	in	the	

near┽field	proximity	of	such	a	grating┸	illuminated	by	a	single┸	normally	incident	plane	wave┸	is	given	by			殺姿岫姉岻 噺 デ 司蚕算嗣 岾姉始峇 茅 	諮岫姉 伐 仔旨岻錆貼層匝仔退貸錆貼層匝   (2) with	茅	denoting	the	convolution	operation┸	rect岫行岻	being	the	rectangular	step	function┸	and	絞岫行岻	being	the	Dirac	delta	function┻	The	ゅmagneticょ	field	in	the	far┽field	regime	is	well┽approximated	by	Fraunhofer	scalar	diffraction	theory	and	is	best	characterized	in	the	Fourier	domain	as	殺姿岫暫姉岻 噺 始史餐仔算 岾暫姉始匝 峇 史餐仔岾錆暫姉旨匝 峇史餐仔岾暫姉旨匝 峇     (3)	When	an	object	ゅe┻g┻┸	grating	defectょ	of	size	健	is	added	to	the	grating┸	it	modifies	the	field	generated	by	the	grating	by	adding	ゅor	subtractingょ	the	field	of	the	object┸	茎槻鳥岫捲岻 噺 rect 岾掴鎮峇 茅 げ岫捲 伐 欠岻┻	As	result┸	the	far┽field	is	modified	as	well┺	
 殺姿岫暫岻 噺 始史餐仔算 岾暫始匝 峇 史餐仔岾錆暫旨匝 峇史餐仔岾暫旨匝 峇 髪 残 史餐仔算 岾暫残匝峇 蚕貸餐暫珊  (4)	The	 vast	majority	 of	 optical	measurements	 rely	 on	 detecting	 the	intensity┸	 not	 the	 field	 itself┻	 	 The	 total	 intensity	 measured	 by	 the	detector	is	proportional	to			 薩岫暫姉岻 苅 弁殺姿岫暫姉岻弁匝 噺 薩賛岫暫姉岻袋薩纂岫暫姉岻袋薩餐岫暫姉岻史餐仔匝暫姉旨匝 	 	 (5)	where	 薩賛	岫暫姉岻 噺 始匝史餐仔算匝 岾暫姉始匝 峇 史餐仔匝 岾錆暫姉旨匝 	峇	 	薩纂岫暫姉岻 噺 残匝史餐仔算匝 岾暫姉残匝 峇 史餐仔匝 岾暫姉旨匝 峇		 	 (6)	薩餐岫暫姉岻 噺 匝始残	史餐仔算 磐暫姉始匝 卑史餐仔算 磐暫姉残匝 卑 史餐仔 磐暫姉旨匝 卑	

			抜 史餐仔 岾錆暫姉旨匝 峇 算伺史岫暫姉珊岻	The	first	of	these	terms	represents	the	spectrum	of	an	ideal	grating	and	 dominates	 the	 far┽field	 intensity┸	 especially	 in	 the	 proximity	 of	diffraction	 maxima	岫倦の 竿 に講券岻┻	 The	 second	 term	 describes	 the	ゅrelatively	weakょ	contribution	of	the	object	in	the	absence	of	the	grating┻		The	last	term	corresponds	to	the	interference	between	the	fields	of	the	ideal	grating	and	the	object┻		The	physics	behind	the	)MM	can	now	be	clearly	 seen	 from	analysis	of	 relative	amplitudes	of	 the	 three	 terms┺	while	the	direct	scattered	contribution	to	the	signal	from	the	object	is	small┸	the	grating┽object	interaction	enhances	the	far	field	contribution	from	the	object	by	a	factor	of		拳【健 伎 な┻		The	equations	above	can	be	used	to	illustrate	the	difference	between	the	)MM	and	S)M┽like	diffraction	techniques┻	)n	the	)MM	formalism┸	the	sample	is	interrogated	by	a	single	plane	wave┸	and	signal	processing	is	focused	on	the	cancellation	of	all	principal	diffracted	beams┸	analyzing	the	interference	in	the	ringing	tails	of	the	principle	orders┻	As	a	result┸	the	 information	 about	 the	 object	 can	 be	 extracted	 based	 on	 single	measurement┻	 )n	 contrast┸	 in	 S)M┽like	 techniques	 the	 sample	 is	interrogated	 by	 multiple	 beams┸	 and	 the	 measurement	 aims	 at	detecting	the	zero┽order	interference┸	which	needs	to	be	post┽processed	and	requires	multiple	measurements┻			On	the	implementation	level┸	the	signal┽carrying	interference	term	can	 be	 enhanced	 by	 analyzing	 the	 product	 荊岫倦掴岻 sin態岫倦掴の【に岻	 that	suppresses	 the	 intensity	 around	 the	 diffraction	maxima	 of	 the	 ideal	grating┻	The	spatial	profile	and	the	position	of	the	object	can	be	analyzed	by	considering	the	Fourier	transform	of	the	power	spectrum	



薩岫姉岻 噺 嵳擦岷薩岫暫姉岻 史餐仔匝 岾暫姉旨匝 峇峅嵳匝which	formally	translates	the	spectrum	from	wavevector┽	into	real┽space	domain┻	

	Figure	ぬ┺	)MM	signal	いEq┻ゅばょう	for		a	point	object	that	is	being	moved	from	one	end	to	another	end	of	the	finite	diffraction	grating	いinset	in	ゅaょう┺	ゅaょthe	dependence	of	the	)MM	signal	on	defect	position	for	object	size	膏待 噺 のぬに券兼┸ 健 噺 膏待【にど		 in	 昂 噺 にばの券兼┹軽 噺 にの	 grating┹	 ゅbょ	 the	dependence	of	the	)MM	maximum	at	欠【昂 噺 ど	on	object	size	健	ゅblack	lineょ┹	red	line	in	ゅbょ	shows	linear	dependence┹	ゅcょ	)MM	signal	for	the	setup	in	ゅaょ	for	defects	in	neighboring	apertures	いinset	shows	the	)MM	signal	of	 the	same	sample	 interrogated	with	ぢ待 噺 ぱどど券兼	lightう	 ゅdょ	)MM	signal	for	the	setup	in	ゅaょ	for	objects	within	the	same	aperture┻	いinset	shows	the	signal	in	logarithmic	scaleう		The	 use	 of	 the	 Fourier	 transform	 to	 post┽process	 optical	measurements	 is	 a	 common	 practice	 in	 ODT┸	 S)M┸	 and	 now	 )MM┻	(owever┸	we	note	again	that	the	implementation	of	)MM	proposed	here	is	distinct	from	both	ODT	and	S)M┻	Thus┸	ODT	explicitly	relies	on	small	index	contrast	between	the	sample	and	the	environment┻	S)M	and	)MM	do	not	have	this	limitation┻	At	the	same	time┸	)MM	provides	significant	resolution	enhancement	as	compared	to	both	S)M┸	and	ODT┻		Fig┻ぬ	 illustrates	 the	performance	of	 )MM┸	as	defined	by	Eq┻ゅばょ	 for	several	representative	objects┻	The	operating	wavelength┸	geometry	of	the	 grating┸	 and	 data	 sampling	 rate	 reflect	 those	 used	 in	 our	experimental	 setup┻	 First┸	 we	 consider	 the	 evolution	 of	 the	 Fourier	spectrum	of	a	grating	with	a	single	object	as	the	object	is	moved	across	the	grating┻	For	a	fixed	position	of	the	object	ゅinset	in	Fig┻	ぬaょ┸	the	signal	荊岫捲岻	has	two	main	features┻	The	first	is	a	maximum	located	at	軽昂	that	corresponds	to	the	period	of	the	grating	and	represents	the	contribution	from	 the	 main	 diffraction	 peak┻	 The	 second	 feature	 represents	 the	interaction	of	the	object	with	the	grating┻	)ts	position	is	directly	related	to	the	position	of	the	object	with	a	resolution	of	the	order	of	the	slit	of	the	grating┻		)ts	intensity┸	in	the	limit	健 企 拳┸	is	proportional	to	the	size	of	the	defect	ゅFigure	ぬbょ┻		When	the	object	size	approaches	the	size	of	the	grating	slit┸	the	intensity	dependence	on	the	size	slowly	deviates	from	a	linear	 relationship┻	 The	 signal	 from	 the	 object	 itself┸	 ゅ苅 健嫗態	 term	 in	Eq┻ゅはょょ	is	not	seen	in	these	spectra┻		Note	that	ゅiょ	the	signatures	of	sub┽wavelength	objects	can	be	clearly	resolved	 and	 ゅiiょ	 the	 Fourier	 spectrum┸	 constructed	 according	 to	Eqs┻ゅの┼ばょ┸	represents	a	direct	measurement	of	both	position	and	size	of	the	object	with	sub┽wavelength	accuracy┻		

The	product	荊岫倦掴岻 sin態 岾賃猫嬬態 峇	いsee	Eqs┻	ゅの┸はょう	determines	the	true	resolution	of	the	imaging	system┻		The	first	term	representing	the	ideal	grating	will	have	 its	 centroid	 located	at	double	 the	 frequency	of	 the	interference	term	due	to	the	square	of	the	dominant	sine	term┻		The	secondary	peak	is	related	to	the	position	of	the	object┸	with		a	symmetry	about	捲 噺 朝壇態 ┻	Taken	together┸	the	positions	of	these	maxima	allow	a	precise	calibration	of	the	diffraction	element	and	a	measurement	of	the	position	of	the	object	with	relationship	to	the	diffracting	element	with	a	great	 accuracy┻	 Separate	 calibration	 ゅfor	 example┸	 using	 diffraction	grating	with	one	missing	slitょ┸	can	be	used	to	determine	the	sizes	of	the	unknown	objects	as	well	as	their	positions┻		The	aforementioned	symmetry	about	捲 噺 軽の【に	yields	ambiguity	of	the	sign	of	the	object	displacement	from	the	center	of	the	diffractive	element	and	thus	represents	a	limitation	of	the	current	implementation	of	 )MM┻	This	 ambiguity	 can	be	 avoided	 in	 a	non┽static	 arrangement	where	 the	 imaging	 target┸	 as	 moving	 the	 object	 over	 the	 periodic	aperture┸	would	break	the		罰捲	symmetry	and	provides	unambiguous	position	measurement	of	the	object┻	Alternatively┸	the	ambiguity	can	be	avoided	by	restricting	the	operational	field	of	view	of	)MM	systems┻		The	proposed	recovery	procedure	allows	for	imaging	of	composite	objects┻	 Thus┸	 Fig┻ゅぬcょ	 clearly	 shows	 that	 Eq┻ゅばょ	 can	 be	 used	 to	differentiate	between	an	isolated	膏待【など	object	and	two	objects┸	膏待【など	and	膏待【にど┸	positioned	in	the	neighboring	openings	of	the	grating┻	The	total	scattered	signal	represents	the	combined	size	of	the	objects┸	while	the	spatial	distribution	of	 the	secondary	diffracted	peaks	reflects	the	locations	of	the	parts	of	the	composite	object┻	Therefore┸	with	proper	calibration┸	it	is	possible	to	determine	both	the	size	and	the	locations	of	these	 objects	 ゅwith	 exception	 of	 the	 position	 ambiguity	 mentioned	aboveょ┻	One	of	the	main	conclusions	of	the	proposed	theoretical	analysis	is	that	reducing	the	period	of	the	grating	represents	a	straightforward	way	to	improve	resolution	of	)MM	formalism┻		Fig┻ゅぬdょ	compares	the	diffractive	signal	of	isolated	膏待【など	and	膏待【にど	objects	 and	 two	 膏待【にど	 objects	 within	 the	 same	 opening	 of	 the	diffraction	grating┻	)t	is	seen	that	with	further	signal	processing	it	may	be	possible	to	recover	the	composite	objects	located	within	the	same	opening┻	We	defer	the	development	of	such	signal	processing	and	its	experimental	validation	to	our	future	work┻	
ヴく RWゲ┌ﾉデゲ The	diffraction	patterns	for	the	structures	under	consideration	were	experimentally	measured	and	simulated	using	Eq┻	ゅばょ┻	Two	different	types	of	measurements	were	analyzed┻		)n	the	first	set	of	measurements┸	the	samples	were	interrogated	with	coherent	膏 噺 のぬに	nm	light┸	for	different	incident	angles┻	To	compare	the	 predictions	 of	 theoretical	 analysis	 to	 experimental	 spectra┸	experimental	data	from	CCD	images	was	translated	to	superimpose	the	data	 corresponding	 to	 different	 incident	 angles┻	 The	 resultant	 倦掴	spectra	were	Fourier┽transformed	to	convert	the	angular	information	into	the	real┽space	domain	according	to	Eq┻	ゅばょ┻	Fig┻	ねa	illustrates	the	result	of	post┽processing	a	single	measurement┻	Fig┻	ねb	represents	the	statistics	of	ひ	measurements	corresponding	to	different	incident	angles┻	Fig┻	ねc	shows	theoretical	predictions	according	to	Eq┻	ゅばょ┻	)t	is	seen	that	experimental	data	are	in	good	agreement	with	theoretical	predictions┸	with	 positions	 of	 the	 diffracted	 peaks	 representing	 positions	 of	 the	objects	 in	 the	middle	of	 the	grating┸	 and	 the	ratio	of	 the	amplitudes	representing	the	ratio	of	the	dimensions	of	the	defects	Sample	な	いｂなぬど	nmう	and	Sample	に	いｂばど	nmう┸	respectively┻	)t	is	clearly	seen	that	)MM	can	resolve	 ｂばど┽nm┽scale	 defects┻	 )nterestingly┸	 a	 single	 measurement	provides	enough	information	to	resolve	the	defect┻		



	Figure	ね┺	)MM	signal	based	on	ゅaょ	single	experimental	measurement	corresponding	to	an	incident	angle	of		にな墜 ┸	ゅbょ	post┽processed	experimental	data	of	ひ	different	incident	angles┸	and	ゅcょ	theoretical	predictions	of	】軸岷荊嫗岫倦岻峅】態	according	to	Eq┻ゅばょ┻	The	position	of	diffracted	peaks	and	the	ratio	of	their	amplitudes	represent	position	and	relative	dimensions	of	the	objects┻	Thick	lines	and	shaded	areas	in	ゅbょ	represent	the	mean	and	standard	deviation	of	post┽processed	data	respectively┹	in	all	panels	昂 噺 にばの券兼┸ 膏待 噺 のぬに券兼┻	)nset	in	ゅaょ	illustrates	the	typical	imaging	processing	routine┺	starting	from	the	raw	CCD	image┸	we	extract	the	transmission	perpendicular	to	the	grating┸	suppress	the	main	diffraction	peaks	by	multiplying	the	signal	by	sin岫倦昂【に岻態┸	followed	by	Fourier	transformation	of	the	power	spectrum┻		 )n	the	second	set	of	measurements┸	the	sample	was	illuminated	by	a	broadband	incoherent	source┻	Prior	to	translation┸	the	contrast	of	raw	CCD	 images	 was	 enhanced	 by	 subtracting	 the	 background	 and	 the	images	were	de┽skewed	to	compensate	for	misalignment	of	the	optical	setup	ゅthis	eliminated	a	small┸	ｂの【にのど	drift	of	the	imageょ┻	The	resulting	experimental	data	is	compared	to	theoretical	predictions	in	Fig┻	の┻	Once	again┸	it	is	seen	that	the	predictions	of	Eq┻	ゅばょ	are	in	agreement	with	experimental	data	and	that	both	half┽period	and	quarter	period	defects	can	be	clearly	distinguished	from	the	ideal	grating	and	from	each	other┻		The	 spectrum	 of	 the	 defect┽free	 grating	 has	 a	 single	 wavelength┽	independent	peak	representing	the	period	of	the	grating┻	The	spectra	of	the	two	samples	with	defects	contain	additional	features┻	The	location	of	these	features	represent	the	position	of	the	defect	ゅcentral	slit	of	the	gratingょ┸	while	their	structure	describes	the	characteristic	of	the	defect┺	the	missing	 slit	 sample	 yields	 a	double┽peak	pattern┸	 the	 shifted	 slit	yields	 a	 more	 complex┸	 broader	 ゅbut	 lower	 amplitudeょ	 spectrum	maximum┻	Note	that	due	to	the	mutual	alignment	of	optical	elements	and	CCDs	the	broadband	spectra	provide	approximately	ね	times	the	number	of	倦掴	datapoints	for	each	wavelength	as	compared	to	single┽wavelength	setup┻	As	result┸	the	fine┽structure	of	the	)MM	signal	can	be	resolved	much	better	in	Fig┻の	than	in	Fig┻ね┻	
ヵく DｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS IﾗﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐゲ We	have	demonstrated	that	by	using	multiple	diffractive	orders	of	a	grating	in	the	near┽field	proximity	to	a	nanoscale	object┸	it	is	possible	to	recover	deep	sub┽wavelength	information┸	usually	lost	in	the	evanescent	wave	spectrum┸	with	the	far┽field	measurements┻	A	simple	analytic	technique	capable	of	predicting	the	position	and	size	of	the	opaque	object	in	close	proximity	to	a	diffractive	element	has	been	developed	and	validated	in	the	experiments┻	The	resolution	is	related	to	recovering	the	parameters	of	the	full	spatial	spectrum	of	light	diffracted	by	the	sample	and	grating	system┻	Resolution	of	the	order	of	ｂ膏待【など	has	been	achieved	experimentally┻	Notably┸	the	developed	formalism	has	been	shown	to	work	for	both	coherent	and	incoherent	excitation┸	opening	the	pathway	to	the	spectroscopy	of	nanoscale	objects┻		)n	practical	imaging	systems┸	the	period	of	the	grating	and	its	duty	cycle	need	 to	be	optimized	as	 smaller	period	generally	yields	better	resolution	while	at	the	same	time	potentially	decreases	signal┽to┽noise	ratio┻	The	approach	presented	here	 for	one┽dimensional	objects	 can	be	extended	 to	 the	 imaging	 and	 spectroscopy	 of	 two┽dimensional	
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structures	with	the	help	of	にD	diffractive	elements┻	)n	order	to	achieve	reliable	recovery	of	two┽dimensional	objects┸	future	studies	will	need	to	identify	the	stability	of	such	recoveries	with	respect	to	the	shape	of	the	diffractive	element	ゅcircular	vs	rectangular	vs	hexagonal	gratingsょ┸	the	Fourier【Bessel	transform	used┸	as	well	as	the	robustness	of	the	signal	recovery	with	respect	to	noise	and	imperfections	of	optical	setup┻	These	studies┸	although	not	trivial┸	are	fundamentally	similar	to	the	approach	used	in	this	work┻		

	Figure	 の┺	 )MM	 signal	 extracted	 from	 broadband	 experimental	 data	ゅa┸c┸eょ	and	calculated	using	Eq┻ゅばょ	ゅb┸d┸fょ	for	samples	with	missing	slit	ゅa┸bょ┸	shifted	slit	ゅc┸dょ┸	and	defect┽free	grating	ゅe┸fょ┻		Finally┸	we	note	that	in	realistic	objects┸	the	presented	formalism	will	measure	 the	 combination	 of	 the	 geometrical	 size	 and	 optical	transparency	of	 the	object┻	The	spectral	dependence	of	 this	product┸	determined	 by	 the	 developed	 formalism┸	 provides	 the	 direct	measurement	of	the	spectral	response	of	the	nanoscale	object┻				
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Αく SくWく HWﾉﾉが ;ﾐS Jく WｷIｴﾏ;ﾐﾐく ゎBヴW;ﾆｷﾐｪ デｴW Sｷaaヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐ ヴWゲﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ﾉｷﾏｷデ H┞ 
ゲデｷﾏ┌ﾉ;デWS Wﾏｷゲゲｷﾗﾐぎ ゲデｷﾏ┌ﾉ;デWSどWﾏｷゲゲｷﾗﾐどSWヮﾉWデｷﾗﾐ aﾉ┌ﾗヴWゲIWﾐIW 
ﾏｷIヴﾗゲIﾗヮ┞くゎ OヮデｷIゲ ﾉWデデWヴゲ ヱΓが ヱヱが ΑΒヰどΑΒヲ ふヱΓΓヴぶく 

Βく MくGくLく G┌ゲデ;aゲゲﾗﾐが ゎS┌ヴヮ;ゲゲｷﾐｪ デｴW ﾉ;デWヴ;ﾉ ヴWゲﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ﾉｷﾏｷデ H┞ ; a;Iデﾗヴ ﾗa 
デ┘ﾗ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ ゲデヴ┌Iデ┌ヴWS ｷﾉﾉ┌ﾏｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾏｷIヴﾗゲIﾗヮ┞くゎ Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa 
ﾏｷIヴﾗゲIﾗヮ┞ ヱΓΒが ヲ ΒヲどΒΑが ふヲヰヰヰぶく  

Γく AくCく K;ﾆが Mく Sﾉ;ﾐW┞が PヴｷﾐIｷヮﾉWゲ ﾗa Cﾗﾏヮ┌デWヴｷ┣WS Tﾗﾏﾗｪヴ;ヮｴｷI ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐｪが 
ふAI;S ヮヴWゲゲが NW┘ Yﾗヴﾆが ヱΓΓΓぶ 

ヱヰく Tく Kｷﾏが Rく )ｴﾗ┌が Mく Mｷヴが SくDく B;H;I;ﾐが PくSく C;ヴﾐW┞が LくLく GﾗSS;ヴSが ;ﾐS Gく 
PﾗヮWゲI┌く ゎWｴｷデWどﾉｷｪｴデ Sｷaaヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐ デﾗﾏﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞ ﾗa ┌ﾐﾉ;HWﾉﾉWS ﾉｷ┗W 
IWﾉﾉゲくゎ N;デ┌ヴW PｴﾗデﾗﾐｷIゲ Βが ヲヵヶどヲヶンが ふヲヰヱヴぶく 

ヱヱく Sく D┌ヴ;ﾐデが )く Lｷ┌が Jく SデWWﾉWが ;ﾐS Xく )ｴ;ﾐｪが ゎTｴWﾗヴ┞ ﾗa デｴW デヴ;ﾐゲﾏｷゲゲｷﾗﾐ 
ヮヴﾗヮWヴデｷWゲ ﾗa ;ﾐ ﾗヮデｷI;ﾉ a;ヴどaｷWﾉS ゲ┌ヮWヴﾉWﾐゲ aﾗヴ ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐｪ HW┞ﾗﾐS デｴW 
Sｷaaヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾉｷﾏｷデがゎ Jく Oヮデく SﾗIく Aﾏく B  ヲンが ヲンΒンどヲンΓヲが ふヲヰヰヶぶく 

ヱヲく )く Lｷ┌が Sく D┌ヴ;ﾐデが Hく LWWが Yく Pｷﾆ┌ゲが Nく F;ﾐｪが Yく Xｷﾗﾐｪが Cく S┌ﾐ ;ﾐS Xく )ｴ;ﾐｪが 
ゎF;ヴどaｷWﾉS ﾗヮデｷI;ﾉ ゲ┌ヮWヴﾉWﾐゲがゎ N;ﾐﾗ LWデデWヴゲが Αが ヲが  ヴヰンどヴヰΒが ふヲヰヰΑぶく 

ヱンく AくSく KW┘ｷデゲIｴが ;ﾐS A Y;ヴｷ┗が さNﾗﾐﾉｷﾐW;ヴ ﾗヮデｷI;ﾉ ヮヴﾗヮWヴデｷWゲ ﾗa ヮｴﾗデﾗヴWゲｷゲデゲ 
aﾗヴ ヮヴﾗﾃWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾉｷデｴﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞ さが AヮヮﾉｷWS Pｴ┞ゲｷIゲ LWデデWヴゲが ヶΒが ヴヵヵどヴヵΑ ふヱΓΓヶぶ 

ヱヴく  UくD┌ヴｷｪが Dく Wく Pﾗｴﾉ ;ﾐS Fく RﾗｴﾐWヴが ゎNW;ヴaｷWﾉS ﾗヮデｷI;ﾉ ゲI;ﾐﾐｷﾐｪ 
ﾏｷIヴﾗゲIﾗヮ┞がゎ Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa AヮヮﾉｷWS Pｴ┞ゲｷIゲが ヵΓが ンンヱΒどンンヲΑが ふヱΓΒヶぶく 

ヱヵく Pく Sく C;ヴﾐW┞が Vく Aく M;ヴﾆWﾉ ;ﾐS Jく Cく SIｴﾗデﾉ;ﾐSが ゎNW;ヴどaｷWﾉS デﾗﾏﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞ 
┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ ヮｴ;ゲW ヴWデヴW┗;ﾉがゎ Pｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ RW┗ｷW┘ LWデデWヴゲが Βヶが ヵΒΑヴどヵΒΑΑが 
ふヲヰヰヱぶく 

ヱヶく Aく Aく Gﾗ┗┞;Sｷﾐﾗ┗が Gく Yく P;ﾐ;ゲ┞┌ﾆ ;ﾐS Jく Cく SIｴﾗデﾉ;ﾐSが ゎPｴ;ゲWﾉWゲゲ デｴヴWWど
SｷﾏWﾐデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ﾗヮデｷI;ﾉ ﾐ;ﾐﾗｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐｪがゎ Pｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ RW┗ｷW┘ LWデデWヴゲが ヱヰンが 
ヲヱンΓヰヱが ふヲヰヰΓぶく 

ヱΑく Aく SWﾐデWﾐ;Iが Pく Cｴ;┌ﾏWデ ;ﾐS Kく BWﾉﾆWHｷヴが ゎBW┞ﾗﾐS デｴW R;┞ﾉWｷｪｴ 
CヴｷデWヴｷﾗﾐぎ Gヴ;デｷﾐｪ AゲゲｷゲデWS F;ヴどFｷWﾉS OヮデｷI;ﾉ Dｷaaヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐ Tﾗﾏﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞がゎ 
Pｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ RW┗ｷW┘ LWデデWヴゲが ΓΑが ヲヴが ふヲヰヰヶぶく 

ヱΒく Sく Tｴﾗﾐｪヴ;デデ;ﾐ;ゲｷヴｷが Nく Aく K┌ｴデ;が Mく Dく EゲI;ヴヴ;が Aく Jく Hﾗaaﾏ;ﾐが Cく Fく 
Gﾏ;Iｴﾉ ;ﾐS Vく Aく PﾗSﾗﾉゲﾆｷ┞が ゎAﾐ;ﾉ┞デｷI;ﾉ デWIｴﾐｷケ┌W aﾗヴ ゲ┌H┘;┗WﾉWﾐｪデｴ 
a;ヴ aｷWﾉS ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐｪがゎ AヮヮﾉｷWS Pｴ┞ゲｷIゲ LWデデWヴゲが ΓΑが ヱヰが ふヲヰヱヰぶく  

ヱΓく Sく Iﾐ;ﾏヮ┌Sｷが Nく K┌ｴデ; ;ﾐS Vく Aく PﾗSﾗﾉゲﾆｷ┞が ゎIﾐデWヴゲI;ﾉW ﾏｷ┝ｷﾐｪ 
ﾏｷIヴﾗゲIﾗヮ┞ぎ ﾐ┌ﾏWヴｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ゲデ;HﾉW ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐｪ ﾗa ┘;┗WﾉWﾐｪデｴどゲI;ﾉW ﾗHﾃWIデゲ 
┘ｷデｴ ゲ┌Hど┘;┗WﾉWﾐｪデｴ ヴWゲﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS a;ヴ aｷWﾉS ﾏW;ゲ┌ヴWﾏWﾐデゲがゎ OヮデｷIゲ 
W┝ヮヴWゲゲが ヲンが ンが ヲΑヵンどヲΑヶンが ふヲヰヱヵぶく  

ヲヰく Eく Eく N;ヴｷﾏ;ﾐﾗ┗が ゎTｴW ヴWゲﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ﾉｷﾏｷデ aﾗヴ a;ヴどaｷWﾉS ﾗヮデｷI;ﾉ ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐｪがゎ ｷﾐ 
ヲヰヱン CLEO TWIｴﾐｷI;ﾉ DｷｪWゲデが ふOヮデｷI;ﾉ SﾗIｷWデ┞ ﾗa AﾏWヴｷI;が ヲヰヱンぶが ヮ;ヮWヴ 
QWンAくΑく  

ヲヱく Aく S┣;ﾏWｷデが Yく SｴWIｴデﾏ;ﾐが Eく OゲｴWヴﾗ┗ｷIｴが Eく B┌ﾉﾉﾆｷIｴが Pく SｷSﾗヴWﾐﾆﾗが Hく 
D;ﾐ;が Sく SデｷWﾐWヴが Eく Bく KﾉW┞が Sく G;┣ｷデが Tく CﾗｴWﾐどH┞;ﾏゲが Sく Sｴﾗｴ;ﾏが M 
)ｷH┌ﾉW┗ゲﾆ┞が Iく Y;┗ﾐWｴが Yく Cく EﾉS;ヴが Oく CﾗｴWﾐ ;ﾐS Mく SWｪW┗が ゎSヮ;ヴゲｷデ┞ど
H;ゲWS ゲｷﾐｪﾉWどゲｴﾗデ ゲ┌H┘;┗WﾉWﾐｪデｴ IﾗｴWヴWﾐデ Sｷaaヴ;Iデｷ┗W ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐｪがゎ N;デ┌ヴW 
ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉゲが ヱヱが ヵが  ヴヵヵどヴヵΓが ふヲヰヱヲぶく  

ヲヲく Eく Tく Fく RﾗｪWヴゲが Jく LｷﾐSHWヴｪが Tく Rﾗ┞が Sく S;┗ﾗが Jく Cｴ;Sが Mく DWﾐﾐｷゲ ;ﾐS Nく Iく 
)ｴWﾉ┌SW┗が ゎA ゲ┌ヮWヴどﾗゲIｷﾉﾉ;デﾗヴ┞ ﾉWﾐゲ ﾗヮデｷI;ﾉ ﾏｷIヴﾗゲIﾗヮW aﾗヴ 
ゲ┌H┘;┗WﾉWﾐｪデｴ ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐｪがゎ N;デ┌ヴW ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉゲが ヱヱが ヵが  ヴンヲどヴンヶが ふヲヰヱヲぶく  

ヲンく Mく Vく BWヴヴ┞ ;ﾐS Sく PﾗヮWゲI┌が ゎE┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ケ┌;ﾐデ┌ﾏ ゲ┌ヮWヴﾗゲIｷﾉﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲ 
;ﾐS ﾗヮデｷI;ﾉ ゲ┌ヮWヴヴWゲﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ W┗;ﾐWゲIWﾐデ ┘;┗Wゲがゎ Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa 
Pｴ┞ゲｷIゲ Aぎ M;デｴWﾏ;デｷI;ﾉ ;ﾐS GWﾐWヴ;ﾉが ンΓが ヲヲが ヶΓヶヵが ふヲヰヰヶぶく  

ヲヴく )く J;IﾗHが Lく AﾉWﾆゲW┞W┗が ;ﾐS Eく N;ヴｷﾏ;ﾐﾗ┗が ゎOヮデｷI;ﾉ H┞ヮWヴﾉWﾐゲぎ F;ヴどaｷWﾉS 
ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐｪ HW┞ﾗﾐS デｴW Sｷaaヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾉｷﾏｷデがゎ OヮデｷIゲ E┝ヮヴWゲゲが  ヱヴが ΒヲヴΑどΒヲヵヶ 
ふヲヰヰヶぶく 

ヲヵく Aく S;ﾉ;ﾐSヴｷﾐﾗ ;ﾐS Nく EﾐｪｴWデ;が F;ヴどaｷWﾉS ゲ┌HSｷaaヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾗヮデｷI;ﾉ 
ﾏｷIヴﾗゲIﾗヮ┞ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ ﾏWデ;ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉ Iヴ┞ゲデ;ﾉゲぎ デｴWﾗヴ┞ ;ﾐS ゲｷﾏ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲが Pｴ┞ゲく 
RW┗く Bが Αヴが ヰΑヵヱヰンが ふヲヰヰヶぶく 

ヲヶく )く Lｷ┌が Hく LWWが Yく Xｷﾗﾐｪが Cく S┌ﾐが ;ﾐS Xく )ｴ;ﾐｪが F;ヴどaｷWﾉS ﾗヮデｷI;ﾉ ｴ┞ヮWヴﾉWﾐゲ 
ﾏ;ｪﾐｷa┞ｷﾐｪ ゲ┌HどSｷaaヴ;IデｷﾗﾐどﾉｷﾏｷデWS ﾗHﾃWIデゲが SIｷWﾐIWが ンヱヵが ヱヶΒヶが ふヲヰヰΑぶく 

ヲΑく Mく Aく Gヴｷﾏﾏ ;ﾐS Aく Wく Lﾗｴﾏ;ﾐﾐが ゎS┌ヮWヴヴWゲﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ Iﾏ;ｪW aﾗヴ OﾐWど
DｷﾏWﾐゲｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ OHﾃWIデゲがゎ Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa デｴW OヮデｷI;ﾉ SﾗIｷWデ┞ ﾗa AﾏWヴｷI;が ヵヶが Γが 
ふヱΓヶヶぶく  

ヲΒく Wく L┌ﾆﾗゲ┣が ゎOヮデｷI;ﾉ S┞ゲデWﾏゲ ┘ｷデｴ RWゲﾗﾉ┗ｷﾐｪ Pﾗ┘Wヴゲ E┝IWWSｷﾐｪ デｴW 
Cﾉ;ゲゲｷI;ﾉ Lｷﾏｷデがゎ Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa デｴW OヮデｷI;ﾉ SﾗIｷWデ┞ ﾗa AﾏWヴｷI;が ヵヶが ヱヱが ふヱΓヶヶぶく 

ヲΓく Rく Mく Sｷﾉ┗Wヴが Bく Mく B;ヴﾐWゲが Aく R;┗ｷﾆｷヴ;ﾐが Jく J┌ﾐが Mく SデﾗIﾆWヴが Eく M;ヴ┝ ;ﾐS 
Hく Jく P;デヴｷIﾆく ゎSI;デデWヴaｷWﾉS ﾏｷIヴﾗゲIﾗヮ┞ aﾗヴ W┝デWﾐSｷﾐｪ デｴW ﾉｷﾏｷデゲ ﾗa ｷﾏ;ｪWど
H;ゲWS ﾗヮデｷI;ﾉ ﾏWデヴﾗﾉﾗｪ┞くゎ AヮヮﾉｷWS ﾗヮデｷIゲが ヴヶが ヲヰ  ヴヲヴΒどヴヲヵΑが ふヲヰヰΑぶく 

ンヰく Jく Qｷﾐが Rく Mく Sｷﾉ┗Wヴが Bく Mく B;ヴﾐWゲが Hく )ｴﾗ┌ ;ﾐS Fく Gﾗ;ゲﾏ;デが ゎFﾗ┌ヴｷWヴ 
Sﾗﾏ;ｷﾐ ﾗヮデｷI;ﾉ デﾗﾗﾉ ﾐﾗヴﾏ;ﾉｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐ aﾗヴ ケ┌;ﾐデｷデ;デｷ┗W ヮ;ヴ;ﾏWデヴｷI ｷﾏ;ｪW 
ヴWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐがゎ AヮヮﾉｷWS OヮデｷIゲが ヵヲが ヲヶが  ヶヵヱヲどヶヵヲヲが ふヲヰヱンぶく  

ンヱく Eく S;Hﾗが )く );ﾉW┗ゲﾆ┞が Mく D;┗ｷSが Nく Kﾗﾐaﾗヴデｷ ;ﾐS Iく Kｷヴ┞┌ゲIｴW┗が 
ゎS┌ヮWヴヴWゲﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ﾗヮデｷI;ﾉ ゲ┞ゲデWﾏ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴヴWW aｷ┝WS ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉｷ┣WS ｪヴ;デｷﾐｪゲぎ 
W┝ヮWヴｷﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ ヴWゲ┌ﾉデゲがゎ Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾗa デｴW OヮデｷI;ﾉ SﾗIｷWデ┞ ﾗa AﾏWヴｷI; Aが ヱΒが ンが 
ふヲヰヰヱぶく  

ンヲく )く Lｷ┌が Sく D┌ヴ;ﾐデが Hく LWWが Yく Pｷﾆ┌ゲが Nく F;ﾐｪが Yく Xｷﾗﾐｪが Cく S┌ﾐ ;ﾐS Xく )ｴ;ﾐｪが 
ゎF;ヴどaｷWﾉS ﾗヮデｷI;ﾉ ゲ┌ヮWヴﾉWﾐゲがゎ N;ﾐﾗ LWデデWヴゲが Αが ヲが  ヴヰンどヴヰΒが ふヲヰヰΑぶく  

ンンく MくGくLく G┌ゲデ;aゲゲﾗﾐがゎNﾗﾐﾉｷﾐW;ヴ ゲデヴ┌Iデ┌ヴWSどｷﾉﾉ┌ﾏｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾏｷIヴﾗゲIﾗヮ┞ぎ 
┘ｷSWどaｷWﾉS aﾉ┌ﾗヴWゲIWﾐIW ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ デｴWﾗヴWデｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ┌ﾐﾉｷﾏｷデWS 
ヴWゲﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐくゎ PヴﾗIWWSｷﾐｪゲ ﾗa デｴW N;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ AI;SWﾏ┞ ﾗa SIｷWﾐIWゲ ﾗa デｴW 
UﾐｷデWS Sデ;デWゲ ﾗa AﾏWヴｷI; ヱヰヲが ンΑが ヱンヰΒヱどヱンヰΒヶが ふヲヰヰヵぶく 

ンヴく Wく Mく Jく CﾗWﾐWが Aく Tｴ┌ゲデが Mく Oく DW BWWIﾆ ;ﾐS Dく V;ﾐ D┞Iﾆが ゎM;┝ｷﾏ┌ﾏど
ﾉｷﾆWﾉｷｴﾗﾗS ﾏWデｴﾗS aﾗヴ aﾗI┌ゲど┗;ヴｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾏ;ｪW ヴWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ ｴｷｪｴ 
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